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Research Context

Today’s computer systems are distressingly insecure, but many of their vulnerabilities can be avoided if low-level
code is constrained to obey sensible safety and security properties. Ideally, such properties might be enforced
statically, but for obtaining pervasive guarantees all the way to the level of running machine code it is often more
practical to detect and prevent violations dynamically using a reference monitor (Anderson, 1972; Erlingsson and
Schneider, 2000; Schneider, 2000). Decades of work have produced a large body of knowledge about monitoring
techniques that can reduce the vulnerability of computers and software to malicious subversion by providing
sanity checks that current hardware lacks (e.g., “array accesses should always be in-bounds,” “this instruction
should never be the target of a Jump,”). Many simply enforce language abstractions that current software
and hardware omit, e.g., memory safety or control-flow integrity (CFI); these policies can be automatically
applied to all code with no additional programmer burden. Others are policies a system architect might like to
apply to security-critical components without auditing or rewriting every line of code in a larger system (e.g.,
“un-sanitized data from the network should not be treated as a pointer,” “private data should be encrypted before
flowing to I/O devices,”). Still others offer primitives that system designers can use to protect critical data, track
confidentiality and integrity, or isolate untrusted components.

Reference monitors are sometimes implemented in software, but this can significantly degrade performance
and/or cause designers to settle for rough approximations of the intended policy that are potentially vulnerable to
attack (Davi et al., 2014; Göktaş et al., 2014). Hardware acceleration is thus an attractive alternative, especially
in an era of cheap transistors. Many designs for hardware monitors have been proposed, with early designs
focusing on enforcing single hard-wired security policies (Suh et al., 2004) and later ones evolving toward more
programmable mechanisms that allow quicker adaptation to a shifting attack landscape.

The motivating insight underlying our work1 is that a wide range of policies can be efficiently enforced using a
generic mechanism that associates each piece of data in the system with a metadata tag describing its provenance
or purpose (e.g., “this is an instruction,” “this came from the network,” “this is secret,” “this is sealed with key
k”), propagates this metadata as instructions are executed, and checks that policy rules are obeyed throughout
the computation. This fully programmable hardware/software architecture provides great flexibility for defining
policies and removes limitations on the size of the metadata and the number of policies supported. We use the
term micro-policies for instruction-level security-monitoring mechanisms based on fine-grained metadata. The
goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate a framework for defining, reasoning about, verifying, and
efficiently implementing micro-policies. For this we use our team’s expertise in security, formal verification, and
hardware design.

1This project is a collaboration between (a) Cătălin Hriţcu from INRIA Paris-Rocquencourt, (b) Benjamin Pierce, André DeHon,
Arthur Azevedo de Amorim, and Antal Spector-Zabusky from University of Pennsylvania, (c) Nick Giannarakis from ENS Cachan, (d)
Andrew Tolmach from Portland State University, and (e) in the past several other students and researchers.
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When viewed abstractly, each micro-policy consists of (i) sets of metadata tags that are used to label every
piece of data in the machine’s memory and registers (including the pc); (ii) a transfer function that, given the
current opcode and the tags on the current instruction, the pc, and the instruction operands, specifies how the pc
and the instruction’s result should be tagged in the next machine state; and (iii) a set of monitor services that can
be invoked by user code. For example, in a micro-policy for “dynamic sealing” (a language-based protection
mechanism in the style of perfect symmetric encryption (Morris, 1973)) the set of tags used for registers and
memory might be {Data, Key(k), Sealed(k)}, where Data is used to tag ordinary data values, Sealed(k) is used
to tag values sealed with the key k, and a value tagged Key(k) denotes a key that can be used for sealing and
unsealing values. The transfer function for this micro-policy would allow, for example, arithmetic operations on
values tagged Data but deny them on data tagged Sealed or Key. Monitor services are provided to allow user
programs to create new keys and to seal and unseal data values with given keys.

Our proposed hardware support for micro-policies, called the Programmable Unit for Metadata Processing
(PUMP) (Dhawan et al., 2015), is designed as an add-on to a conventional RISC processor. Conceptually, every
word of data on the machine is associated with a tag, a full machine word that can, in particular, hold a pointer to
an arbitrary data structure in memory. The interpretation of tags is left entirely to software; the hardware simply
propagates tags from operands to results according to software-defined rules. To propagate tags efficiently, the
processor is augmented with a rule cache that operates in parallel with instruction execution. On a rule cache
miss, control is transferred to a trusted miss handler which, given the tags of the instruction’s arguments, decides
whether the current operation should be allowed and, if so, computes appropriate tags for its results. It adds this
set of argument and result tags to the rule cache so that, when the same situation is encountered in the future, the
rule can be applied without slowing down the processor.

This flexible hardware/software mechanism can efficiently implement a wide range of different micro-policies,
singly or in combination. It achieves the flexibility and adaptability of software with performance comparable to
dedicated hardware. Hardware simulations (Dhawan et al., 2015) using a simple RISC processor (an Alpha)
show that a composite micro-policy simultaneously enforcing memory safety, CFI, and taint tracking can be
used to monitor a standard benchmark suite with modest impact on runtime (typically under 10%) and power
ceiling (less than 10%), in return for some increase in energy usage (typically under 60%) and chip area (110%).

However, encoding desired properties as micro-policies that perform well in practice can be nontrivial. While
a higher-level rule-based programming model helps in writing down micro-policies, it is still easy to get them
wrong: only formal verification can give complete confidence. This observation motivated two recent papers.
In the first we give a formal definition and correctness proof for an information-flow control (IFC) micro-
policy (Azevedo de Amorim et al., 2014a). In the second, recently submitted, paper (Azevedo de Amorim et al.,
2014b) we introduce a generic framework for defining and formally reasoning about arbitrary micro-policies.
The framework is entirely implemented (and checked) in Coq and the code is available online.2 We use this
framework to define and verify micro-policies for dynamic sealing, control-flow integrity, compartmentalization,
and memory safety; in addition, we show how to use the tagging mechanism to protect its own integrity. For
each micro-policy, we prove by refinement that the hardware running a correctly implemented monitor embodies
a high-level specification characterizing a useful security property.

Internship Topic: Efficient Secure Compilation Using Micro-Policies

Micro-policies are very well suited for efficiently enforcing all high-level language abstractions against all
low-level attackers. Formally, this is captured by a property called full abstraction (Abadi, 1999; Abadi and
Plotkin, 2012; Fournet et al., 2013) or secure compilation (Agten et al., 2012; Patrignani et al., 2015); because
of the presence of an attacker this is a much stronger property than the usual compiler correctness (Leroy,
2009). Efficiently enforcing full abstraction all the way to the machine code level is, however, very hard.
While some fully abstract compilers have been built, they often have very large overhead (Fournet et al., 2013),
large TCB (Fournet et al., 2013), or only provide weak probabilistic guarantees against specific classes of
attacks (Abadi and Plotkin, 2012). We will explore the feasibility of building an efficient fully abstract compiler
targeting a micro-policy machine.

We will start by investigating a simple object-oriented language with private fields (Agten et al., 2012). We
will identify a set of micro-policies that can be composed to enforce the higher-level abstractions with low

2https://github.com/micro-policies
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overhead. One possible compiler target is a coarse-grained trusted-untrusted protection micro-policy, similar to
the monitor self-protection mechanism from Azevedo de Amorim et al. (2014b), leading to a compiler similar
to the one of Agten et al. (2012). A more interesting target is a micro-policy directly tailored towards the
abstractions of the high-level language: the composition of control-flow integrity, stack protection, fine-grained
memory protection, etc. Devising and proving the correctness of this composite policy would be interesting on
its own. We will prove full abstraction in Coq for both these compilers using the proof technique of Jeffrey and
Rathke (2005). We will also compare the two compilers to each other and document the conceptual differences.

Once this fist goal is achieved there are several possible directions for extension. We will try to achieve
protection between an unbounded number of mutually distrustful components, even dynamically created ones.
We should be able to use the compartmentalization micro-policy from Azevedo de Amorim et al. (2014b) to
achieve this property; stronger than the trusted-untrusted separation of Agten et al. (2012). We will try to extend
the source language with dynamic allocation, following Jeffrey and Rathke (2005) and Patrignani et al. (2015).
We will try to obtain similar results for the untyped λ-calculus, in which dynamic allocation is implicit at the
source level. We will also try to evaluate the runtime overhead of the various compilers on micro-benchmarks
showing the best case, the worst case, and some simple common cases. Finally, to obtain efficient compiled
code, it may be interesting to consider hybrid static / dynamic enforcement strategies. For this we could start by
studying a compiler from the simply typed λ-calculus.

Even for such simple languages there are several expected challenges, for instance: (i) We need to formally
define the class of contexts we want to protect against. While this class will be very broad, it will still need to
distinguish the untrusted context from the compiled program. (ii) Obtaining end-to-end full-abstraction proofs
can be challenging, and will require changes to our proof methodology for micro-policies (Azevedo de Amorim
et al., 2014a), which is currently based on the weaker notion of refinement. The proof technique by Jeffrey and
Rathke (2005) could be useful at bridging this gap. (iii) More realistically, we would need to secure the runtime
system used by the code we produce. High-level languages (λ-calculus included) normally rely on a garbage
collector, programs in all languages rely on library code, concurrent programs rely on a scheduler, and all these
components also have to be protected from the untrusted context. To keep the effort level reasonable, we will
carefully avoid this last set of issues for this internship: assume a system with allocation but no deallocation or
garbage collection, assume only statically linked libraries, consider a single-threaded system, etc.
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